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The Easter Offensive of 1972 1979 the notorious plateau of the chemin des dames saw some of the heaviest fighting of the first
world war situated just 100 km north east of paris it was the scene in 1917 of the bitterly controversial nivelle offensive
which is remembered today as one of the worst disasters in military history for battlefield tourists the chemin des dames is
among the most fascinating sites on the entire western front yet until now there has never been a detailed english guide to the
actions that raged there in 1917 this new book by andrew uffindell fills that gap as well as demolishing the many myths about
the nivelle offensive it enables readers to explore the remarkable battlefield for themselves five tours supplemented by forty
six stops at individual places of interest provide an exceptional insight into the struggle for the chemin des dames
illustrated with a wealth of maps and photographs this book will be essential reading for anyone interested in the first world
war
The Nivelle Offensive and the Battle of the Aisne 1917 2015-07-31 through primary sources william thomas allison explores the
tet offensive through political military and public lenses to give students the most well rounded view of the event possible
"Offensive of the People" 1990 in the thatcherite offensive alexander gallas shows that thatcherism s unity as a political
project lay in the fact that the thatcher governments profoundly shifted class relations in britain in favour of capital and
restructured the institutions underpinning class domination
The Tet Offensive 2010-04-26 an account of the american expeditionary force s attack and an excellent guide to trace the
locations of one of the last great battles of the great war on the old barbed wire the st mihiel offensive which took place
between the 12th and 16th september 1918 was the first full scale attack that was under the direct command of the americans in
the person of general j pershing he combined his command of the first at the time the only american army with that of commander
in chief of the aef a tremendous burden the american attack with the assistance of a french corps was an outstanding success
and the germans were forced into a rapid withdrawal to the michel line a strongly defended position that formed the hindenburg
line in this area on the other hand the success was in part assisted by the fact that the germans intended to withdraw from the
exposed position of the salient back to this line the only question being the timing of such a move historians argue about
whether the move had actually begun or not but the reality is that senior german officers knew that it was imminent and
certainly some heavier artillery had already been pulled back it is probable that relatively easy success here led to
overconfidence among some that the next offensive the meuse argonne to the north and scheduled to begin on the 26th would have
a similar outcome if so they were in for a rude awakening this book is profusely illustrated with contemporary photographs and
numerous maps the narrative supplemented by a number of firsthand accounts the whole is supported by several walking and car
tours
The Thatcherite Offensive 2015-10-14 in december 1916 general robert nivelle was appointed commander in chief of the french
armies fighting the germans on the western front he proclaimed he had the formula that would ensure victory and end the
conflict in 1917 but his offensive was a bloody and humiliating failure for france one that could have opened the way for
french defeat t
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The St. Mihiel Offensive 2020-01-10 the german wehrmacht was one of the most capable fighting forces the world has ever known
but in the end it was no match for the allies some historians contend that the allies achieved victory through brute force and
material superiority but as peter mansoor argues all of the material produced by us industry was useles without trained
soldiers to operate it a coherent doctrine for its use and leaders who could effectively command the formations into which it
was organized
The Last Offensive 1973 the tet offensive of 1968 was the turning point of the vietnam war it convinced many americans that the
war could not be won in this book readers will learn about the different factions of the war the north vietnamese army the viet
cong the south vietnamese and the american military forces they will learn about the strategies of each side that led to the
eventual fall of south vietnam in 1975 stunning photographs sidebars delving into various aspects of the war and a detailed
timeline make this book a valuable look into a complicated conflict
Breaking Point of the French Army 2015 the 1968 tet offensive was the decisive battle for vietnam masterminded by the brilliant
north vietnamese general vo nguyen giap it was intended to trigger a general uprising in south vietnam however the bloody
fighting for saigon hue and other cities actually resulted in a catastrophic defeat for the north in this excellent assessment
of the key battle of the vietnam conflict james arnold details the plans and forces involved and explains how despite the
outcome of the battle the american people and their leaders came to perceive the war for vietnam as lost
The GI Offensive in Europe 1999 germany was never able to match the power of the allied air forces with their great four engine
bombers the lancasters liberators and flying fortresses indeed many have ascribed the defeat of germany in the second world to
its lack of a strategic bombing force there were though two occasions when the luftwaffe s twin engine bombers undertook
strategic objectives on a large scale the first of these was the blitz of 1940 1941 in which the luftwaffe attempted to wreck
britain s industrial and military capacity the second was on the eve of operation zitadelle a major offensive against soviet
forces in the kursk salient hitler s objective was to replicate the successful allied mass bombing of german cities the
luftwaffe being tasked with destroying the main tank and aircraft production facilities and fuel depots hitler saw this as the
necessary prelude to weaken the russians before the decisive onslaught of zitadelle the aerial operation carmen ii lasted for a
month and covered a huge target area from the rybinsk reservoir to the caspian sea for these complex and risky night missions
all the ju 88 and 111 bombers available to hitler in the east were employed the authors have collected a huge amount of factual
material reconstructing all the details of this little known campaign which was the largest operation luftwaffe on the eastern
front this book opens a completely new page in the history of the german air war and provides a comprehensive investigation
into the nature of the targets attacked the degree of damage suffered by the soviet military machine and how this affected
operation zitadelle the descriptions of the dangerous missions carried out by luftwaffe as part of this operation are presented
in great detail and all these exclusive facts are complemented by a large number of unique photos and documents
The Tet Offensive 2013-12-30 first offensive is a comprehensive account of the marine s offensive in the battle for guadalcanal
during wwii the work consists of the facts on how the marines sent a message to japan by devising and overcoming the enemy told
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at the level of companies platoons and individuals this work reveals the relationships between air ground and marine forces in
world war ii the book contains maps tables charts illustrations appendixes bibliographical notes etc what makes this work stand
out is that it breaks down various elements to make them more understandable for readers who are not familiar with certain
aspects the guadalcanal campaign was a military campaign fought between 1942 and 1943 on and near the island of guadalcanal in
the pacific theater of world war ii it was the first significant land offensive by allied forces against the empire of japan
The Viet Cong 'Tet' Offensive (1968) 1969 the belief that airpower is inherently offensive is a recurrent theme throughout
airpower theory and doctrine before world war i dogmatic belief in the dominance of the offense in land warfare affected the
military decisions which resulted in the disaster of the trenches termed the cult of the offensive by scholars faith in offense
became so unshakable in pre 1914 europe that military organizations dismissed as irrelevant the numerous indications of the
waning power of the offense as technological developments strengthened the defense with airpower s professed inclination for
offense could a cult of the offensive perniciously trap airpower doctrine and lead to similarly disastrous consequences the
study begins by establishing the theoretical background necessary for case study analysis airpower defense is defined as those
operations conducted to deny another force s air operations in a designated airspace airpower offenses are those operations in
the airspace defended by another or operations conducted outside of one s actively defended airspace the relationship between
offense and defense is dissected to discover that airpower defense enjoys neither an advantage of position nor of time so
traditional clausewitzian views relative to the power of the defense do not apply to airpower next the study describes those
factors which may inject or reinforce a preferential bias for offense into airpower strategy and doctrine a cult of the
offensive is defined as an organizational belief in the power of offense so compelling that the military organization no longer
evaluates its offensive doctrine objectively this leads to an examination of the ramifications postulated to result from
offensive ideology
Tet Offensive 1968 2012-09-20 codenames were a vital feature of world war ii serving as mental shorthand for those in the know
and obscuring the issues for those who were not codenames were used from the highest level in the planning of grand strategic
moves affecting the conduct of the whole war to the lowest command divisions in the conduct of small scale tactical operations
this encyclopedia first published in 1986 removes the mystery surrounding many of the important code names from the era with
around 3 000 entries drawn from all sides the u k u s a germany the u s s r and japan christopher chant s work provides a
uniquely comprehensive and full overview of major operations names and code words thorough and exciting this key reference
reissue is an exceptionally valuable resource for military historians enthusiasts and general readers with an interest in world
war ii
First Offensive 1992 gallipoli the mere name summons the story of this well known campaign of the first world war and the story
of gallipoli where in august 1915 the allied forces made their last valiant effort against the turks is one of infamous might
have beens if only the allies had held out a little longer pushed a little harder had better luck gallipoli might have been the
decisive triumph that knocked the ottoman empire out of the first world war but the story is just that author rhys crawley
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tells us a story not only was the outcome at gallipoli not close but the operation was flawed from the start and an inevitable
failure a painstaking effort to set the historical record straight climax at gallipoli examines the performance of the allies
mediterranean expeditionary force from the beginning of the gallipoli campaign to the bitter end crawley reminds us that in
1915 the second year of the war the allies were still trying to adapt to a new form of warfare with static defense replacing
the maneuver and offensive strategies of earlier british doctrine in the attempt both the mef at gallipoli and the british
expeditionary force on the western front aimed for too much and both failed to explain why crawley focuses on the operational
level of war in the campaign scrutinizing planning command mobility fire support interservice cooperation and logistics his
work draws on unprecedented research into the files of military organizations across the united kingdom and australia the
result is a view of the gallipoli campaign unique in its detail and scope as well as in its conclusions a book that looks past
myth and distortion to the facts and the truth of what happened at this critical juncture in twentieth century history
Hitler's Strategic Bombing Offensive on the Eastern Front 2021-09-01 donated by lloyd d miller
First Offensive: The Marine Campaign for Guadalcanal 2022-06-02 note no further discount for this print product overstock sale
significantly reduced list price a series of 40 illustrated brochures that describe the campaigns in which u s army troops
participated during the war each brochure describes the strategic setting traces the operations of the major american units
involved and analyzes the impact of the campaign on future operations high school students and above writing research papers
about world war ii and china may find this volume and the series beneficial military leaders soldiers historians and world war
ii enthusiasts will want this book included in their collection all libraries should include this print volume in their world
war ii reference collections related products other products produced by the u s army center of military history can be found
here bookstore gpo gov agency 1061 congressional executive commission on china annual report 2015 can be found here bookstore
gpo gov products sku 052 071 01573 6 us china economic security review commission annual report 2012 can be found here
bookstore gpo gov products sku 052 071 01559 1 a new type of great power relationship between the united states and china the
military dimension can be found here bookstore gpo gov products sku 008 000 01123 1 united states army in world war 2 china
burma india theater stilwell s command problems clothbound format is available here bookstore gpo gov products sku 008 029
00074 1 ctid 143 imperialism with chinese characteristics reading and re reading china s 2006 defense white paper is available
here bookstore gpo gov products sku 008 020 01605 5 china resources collection can be found here bookstore gpo gov catalog
international foreign affairs asia china
Airpower And The Cult Of The Offensive 2015-11-06 edward wegener forfattede i 1972 sin bedømmelse af moskvas strategiske
hensigter denne strategiske analyse kommer ind på hvad flådestrategi er i den nukleare strategiske balances tidsalder derpå
behandles transformationen fra kystforsvar til strategisk flådeoffensiv herunder sovjets flådes rolle i de tilgrænsende have og
derpå på oceanerne endeligt ses på traditionelle flådeopgaver i fredstid og hvorledes den sovjetiske flåde senere bedømmes at
ville udvikle sig
Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists 1969-12-31 essay from the year 2003 in the subject history europe germany national socialism
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world war ii grade 2 university of westminster school of social science humanities languages course total war a military
history of the second world war 1939 1945 11 entries in the bibliography language english abstract the strategic bombing
offensive of the allied forces was one of the great military operations against hitler germany despite of the meaning of the
strategic bombing offensive its significance and efficiency to the final victory over hitler germany was always a topic of
controversy this controversy about the significance and efficiency of the strategic bombing offensive to the final victory over
hitler germany took not just place under the contemporaries of the second world war as winston churchill and his military
advisers this controversy is still alive eg in the argumentations of historians as richard overy 1 and noble frankland 2 in the
following essay will be considered the efforts and results of the strategic bombing offensive from 1939 to 1945 it will be
discussed the efficiency of the allied bombing to conclude finally the significance of the strategic bombing offensive to the
victory over hilter germany for this purpose shall be considered various primary sources as the butt report the singleton
report and the british and american surveys about the strategic bombing offensive beside own points of view shall be opposed
the arguments of richard overy and noble frankland the two opinion leaders of this historical subject the strategic bombing
offensive is to understand as the strategic planning s and operations of the bomber command of the royal air force against the
hitler germany between 1939 and 1945 since 1943 the entry of the us 8th air force and later the us 25th air force in the
strategic bombing offensive is this operation as well known as combined bombing offensive the strategic bombing offensive was
aimed at destroying an enemy s war capacity through destroying war production 3 but also aimed w ere the infrastructure and the
moral of the german population the first considerations about a strategic bombing war goes back to the first world war however
this topic went to a real issue in late 1937 when the british bomber command got the order to plan the destruction of the
economy of its most potential enemy hitler germany despite of this effort virtually less was done as the war broke out in
september 1939 the bomber command possessed about 488 light bombers which did not fulfill the needs based on the lack of range
and carrying capacity of bombs the demands of a realistic destruction of germany were not practical
Military Implications of the Treaty on the Limitation of Strategic Offensive Arms and Protocol Thereto (SALT II Treaty) 1979
four years into world war i millions of soldiers had died or been badly wounded and neither side could gain a clear advantage
in the bloody conflict in august 1918 one year after the united states entered the war allied troops launched an attack near
amiens france it was the first of many allied offensives that would take place all along the western front during the next 100
days these small but significant attacks helped the allies gain the advantage and usher in the end of the war
The Encyclopedia of Codenames of World War II (Routledge Revivals) 2013-10-18 harry truman s administration began searching for
an american response to the clash in indochina between frech colonialism and vietminh communism in 1945 thirty years and five
administrations later gerald ford and his aides tried unsuccessfully to solicit additional aid for south vietnam from a
reluctant congress for truman ford and every american leader in between the dilemma in vietnam hung ominously over the
presidency in shadow on the white house seven prominent historians examine how the leadership of six presidents and an issue
that grew into a difficult and often unpopular war shaped each other focusing on the personalities politics priorities and
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actions of the presidents as they confronted vietnam the authors consider the expansion of presidential power in foreign policy
formulation since world war ii in their analyses they chronicle the history of executive leadership as it related to vietnam
assess presidential prerogatives and motives on war and peace issues and clarify the interconnection between the modern
presidency and the nation s frustrating tragic and humiliating failure in southeast asia although other histories have been
written about the vietnam experience this book is the first systematic and comparative survey on presidential leadership as it
relates to the war issue it is organized by presidential administrations giving a detailed examination of each president s
decisions and policies based on the most recently opened archival sources the essays provide a framework on which to hang the
kaleidoscopic events of the war amazon com
107-2 Hearing: The National Security Implications of The Strategic Offensive Reductions Treaty, S. Hrg. 107-806, July 25 and
August 1, 2002, * 2003 no mission too difficult no sacrifice too great duty first for almost a century from the western front
of world war i to the deserts of iraq this motto has spurred the soldiers who wear the shoulder patch bearing the big red one
in this first comprehensive history of america s 1st infantry division james scott wheeler chronicles its major combat
engagements and peacetime duties during its legendary service to the nation the oldest continuously serving division in the u s
army the fighting first has consistently played a crucial role in america s foreign wars it was the first american division to
see combat and achieve victory in world war i and set the standard for discipline training endurance and tactical innovation
one of the few intact divisions between the wars it was the first army unit to train for amphibious warfare during world war ii
the first division spearheaded the invasions of north africa and sicily before leading the normandy invasion at omaha beach and
fighting on through the hurtgen forest the battle of the bulge the ruhr pocket and deep into germany by war s end it had
developed successful combined arms regimental combat teams and made advances in night operations wheeler describes the first
division s critical role in postwar germany and as the only combat division in europe during the early cold war after returning
to the united states at fort riley kansas the division fought valiantly in vietnam for five trying years successfully
protecting saigon from major infiltration along highway 13 while pioneering air mobile operations it led the liberation of
kuwait in desert storm and kept an uneasy peace in bosnia and kosovo along the way wheeler illuminates the division s
organizational evolution its consistently remarkable commanders and leaders and its equally remarkable soldiers meticulously
detailed and engagingly written the big red one nimbly combines historical narrative with astute analysis of the unit s
successes and failures so that its story reflects the larger chronicle of america s military experience over the past century
Annual Report of the State Board of Health of Maryland for the Year Ending ... 1888 this study investigates the role that
logistics played in the failure of the german offensive in the ardennes in 1944 the thesis explains that despite the incredible
build up of forces and supplies the inability of the german strategic and operational logistics systems to properly equip fuel
arm and move forces caused the failure of the ardennes offensive the concept of this thesis starts with the overall strategic
military and political situation of germany in the fall of 1944 that hitler used to base his decision to conduct the offensive
in december 1944 the study then examines in detail the strategic capabilities during the build up of supplies and the
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operational level organization and planning for the offensive an analysis of the details on the impact of terrain climate
allied air interdiction and operation point blank is included in this chapter then it examines the first weeks of the offensive
and looks at the failure of the fuel and arm and move tactical logistics functions an analysis of the impact of logistics on
supporting operations is included in this chapter
Professional Journal of the United States Army 1948 the primary purpose of the book is to document extensively instances of
inappropriate and offensive behavior throughout different periods in american history and to show how americans chose to
condemn these behaviors the book reveals how many of the customs that americans in different periods in history felt were not
acceptable and shows how much of these views have changed over time it is in these changes and in seeing how american society
has evolved that the greatest amount of real learning will emerge in the book
Tactical Principles and Decisions: The offensive 1922 discusses the key people and events of the surprise attack launched by
the north vietnamese army and the viet cong in 1968
Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists 1969-12-31
The Great War 1916
The Socialist Offensive 1980
Climax at Gallipoli 2014-03-19
Battles and Leaders of the Civil War 1888
Literature of the World Revolution 1931
The United Service 1884
China Offensive 1996
Tactical Deductions from the War of 1870-71 1891
The Soviet Naval Offensive 1975
How efficient was the Strategic Bombing Offensive of the Allied Forces against Germany from 1939-1945? 2005-12-15
The Hundred Days Offensive 2009
Shadow on the White House 1993
The Big Red One 2007
Failure Of German Logistics During The German Ardennes Offensive Of 1944 2015-11-06
We Did What?! 2017
The Tet Offensive 2005
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